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Get to know FLOORBALL!

Floorball is one of the biggest indoor sports in northern Europe and it is continuously growing all over the world. In many countries it has become one of the most popular sports for physical exercise, offering various levels for all types of people.

What makes floorball so popular might be that it is such an easy sport to play. You just need some sticks, a ball and a couple of friends to get the game going! At work places, in teams or maybe just for a good time when playing with friends, floorball has something for everyone.

Floorball is an indoor team sport that was developed in the 1970s in Sweden. Floorball is most popular in countries where it has a long history, such as Sweden, Norway, Finland, Switzerland and the Czech Republic. The game is played indoors on a gym floor, making it an all year sport at the amateur and professional levels. In the major floorball countries there are professional leagues, such as the SSL in Sweden, the Salibandyliiga in Finland and the SML in Switzerland.

In addition to the countries above, floorball is gaining popularity in countries all around the world such as Australia, Canada, Germany, Russia, Japan, Singapore and the USA. There are currently 54 member countries in the International Floorball Federation (IFF) and the IFF is continuously growing. The World Floorball Championship is held once every two years for both men and women. The sport has received IOC recognition to become an Olympic sport in the future, which is the major goal for the IFF.

Welcome to the world of Reactor floorball!
**Reactor Star**

Reactor Star is the top of the line stick in the Reactor stick range and it is approved by the IFF. Reactor Star has a composite shaft that comes with a sticky gripband and together with the blades ACE or VOLCANO it makes a great combination for a perfectly balanced floorball stick.

**Reactor Star Ace**

Art.No: 51321 (87cm)  
Art.No: 51323 (96cm)  
Art.No: 51325 (102cm)

**Reactor Star Volcano**

Art.No: 51331 (87cm)  
Art.No: 51333 (96cm)  
Art.No: 51335 (102cm)

The colour of the blade may vary depending on what is available in stock.

---

**Reactor Star Ace**

12 STICKS  
(9 Left, 3 Right)  
+ 6 BALLS

**Reactor Star Volcano**

12 STICKS  
(9 Left, 3 Right)  
+ 6 BALLS

---

**Set Reactor Star Ace**

Art.No: 51770 (87cm)  
Art.No: 51771 (96cm)  
Art.No: 51772 (102cm)

The set includes a Reactor stickbag.

**Set Reactor Star Volcano**

Art.No: 51775 (87cm)  
Art.No: 51776 (96cm)  
Art.No: 51777 (102cm)

The set includes a Reactor stickbag.
Reactor Striker is perfect for both kids and adults who are looking for a well-balanced, light and affordable floorball stick. The blade Striker is concave on both sides to increase the usability and the blade is exchangeable. Together with a composite shaft and a sticky gripband it makes a good combination for all player types. The stick is approved by the IFF.

Art.No: 51311 Reactor Striker blue 75cm
Art.No: 51312 Reactor Striker blue 87cm
Art.No: 51313 Reactor Striker blue 96cm

Reactor Starter is the starting model in the Reactor stick range. The stick is made for beginners, schools or floorball players that look for an affordable stick made of great components. Starter is made of a composite shaft, a blade that is concave on both sides and a sticky gripband.

Art.No: 51301 Reactor Starter black 87cm
Art.No: 51302 Reactor Starter black 96cm

Reactor Starter set

12 STICKS straight blades concave on both sides + 6 BALLS

Art.No: 51760 (75cm)
Art.No: 51761 (87cm)
Art.No: 51762 (96cm)

Reactor Striker set

12 STICKS straight blades concave on both sides + 6 BALLS

Art.No: 51764 (75cm)
Art.No: 51765 (87cm)
Art.No: 51766 (96cm)

Reactor Starter Big pack 50 pcs (96cm)
BEGINNER’S STICKS

These are the most basic sticks for the ones who have the budget in mind. The sticks are made for the true beginners of the game and they are perfect for schools or universities and they will last for a long time. The sticks are made in plastic to offer good durability and they come in sets of 6 or 12 pieces.

MINI

Art.No: 51204 Mini red 38cm / 51207 Mini yellow 38cm
Art.No: 51205 Mini red 55cm / 51208 Mini yellow 55cm
Art.No: 51206 Mini red 70cm / 51209 Mini yellow 70cm

ORIGINAL

Art.No: 51230 Original red 80cm
Art.No: 51231 Original yellow 80cm
Art.No: 51234 Original neon green 80cm
Art.No: 51235 Original neon orange 80cm

PRO

Art.No: 51240 Pro black 80cm / 51241 Pro white 80cm
Art.No: 51250 Pro black 90cm / 51251 Pro white 90cm

FIBER

Art.No: 51260 Fiber neon green 95cm
Art.No: 51261 Fiber neon yellow 95cm
Art.No: 51270 2-Pack red, yellow
Art.No: 51271 2-Pack neon green, neon orange

Original 80cm + 1 white/red ball

12 STICKS

straight blades

+ 6 BALLS

SET ORIGINAL red, yellow Art.No: 51700 (80cm)
neon green, neon orange Art.No: 51701 (80cm)

SET PRO black, white Art.No: 51705 (80cm)
Art.No: 51710 (90cm)

SET FIBER Neon green, yellow Art.No: 51725 (95cm)
Reactor Street is the perfect stick for playing floorball outdoors. We have created a well balanced and light weight floorball stick with an extra durable blade that will work perfectly on surfaces like asphalt or concrete. The blade consists of nylon which is much more sustainable compared to other blade materials and this will make the stick a long-runner when playing outdoors. This stick is perfect for schools where the sticks are often used outdoors in different conditions.

**SET REACTOR STREET**
- Art.No: 51750 Set Reactor Street (75cm)
- Art.No: 51751 Set Reactor Street (87cm)
- Art.No: 51752 Set Reactor Street (96cm)

**STICKS**
- Art.No: 51920 Stick Reactor Street 75cm
- Art.No: 51931 Stick Reactor Street 87cm
- Art.No: 51932 Stick Reactor Street 96cm

**SETS**
- 12 STICKS straight blades concave on both sides
- + 6 BALLS

**STICK BAG**
- Art.No: 53900 Stick bag Reactor black (20 sticks)
Reactor Floorball offers a wide range of goals for all types of floorball. Whether you are looking for a small telescope goal to put in your front yard or an IFF approved full size match goal, Reactor has something for you.

**TELESCOPE**
Art.No: 52002 Telescope Small 60x45cm  
[Art.No: 54201 Net Telescope 60x45cm]
Art.No: 52001 Telescope Large 105x90cm  
[Art.No: 54200 Net Telescope 105x90cm]

**STREET collapsible**
Art.No: 52006 Street Small 60x45cm  
[Art.No: 54203 Net Street 60x45cm]
Art.No: 52012 Street Medium 90x60cm  
[Art.No: 54213 Net Street 90x60]
Art.No: 52015 Street Large 140x105cm  
[Art.No: 54216 Net Street Large 140x105]

**STREET fixed**
Art.No: 52005 Street Small 60x45cm  
[Art.No: 54202 Net Street 60x45cm]
Art.No: 52010 Street Medium 90x60cm  
[Art.No: 54212 Net Street 90x60]

**MATCH GOAL Official**
Art.No: 52018 Match small 120x90cm
Art.No: 52020 Match 160x115cm IFF certified  
[Art.No: 54221 Net Match goal 160x115cm + drop net]

The Floorball sport has a unique ball. It is made of plastic and has 26 holes and weighs 23 grams. There are several different models and levels to choose from and the balls are available in a wide range of colours.

**BALLS**

**CLASSIC**

Ball Classic 200 pcs  
Art.No: 51000 white (match ball)
Art.No: 51002 neon green
Art.No: 51003 neon orange
Art.No: 51004 red metallic
Art.No: 51009 light gold
Art.No: 51015 royal blue
Art.No: 51016 cerise

Ball Classic 2-pack  
Art.No: 51010 white (match ball)
Art.No: 51011 blue, yellow metallic

Ball Classic 4-pack  
Art.No: 51020 white (match ball)
Art.No: 51021 royal blue, light gold
Art.No: 51022 royal blue, red metallic
Art.No: 51024 mixed colours (white, royal blue, light gold, red metallic)

Ball Classic 100-pack  
Art.No: 51080 mixed colours (neon green, neon orange, royal blue, light gold)

**BALL BAGS**

Art.No: 13920  
Ball bag black (100 pcs)
Art.No: 13921  
Ball bag Flex black (100 pcs)
Art.No: 33015  
Ball bag Stabil black (100 pcs)

*Bags will stand when empty.*
Reactor Floorball has both training sets and match sets for players as well as sets for referees.

**APPAREL**

**REBEL Match sets**

- **Art.No:** 55100 T-shirt Rebel black 140, 160 cm
- **Art.No:** 55104 T-shirt Rebel black XS - XXL
- **Art.No:** 55114 T-shirt Rebel white 140, 160 cm
- **Art.No:** 55115 T-shirt Rebel white XS - XXL
- **Art.No:** 55120 T-shirt Rebel red 140, 160 cm
- **Art.No:** 55124 T-shirt Rebel red XS - XXL
- **Art.No:** 55160 Shorts Rebel black 140, 160 cm
- **Art.No:** 55164 Shorts Rebel black XS - XXL
- **Art.No:** 55170 Shorts Rebel white 140, 160 cm
- **Art.No:** 55174 Shorts Rebel white XS - XXL

**REBEL Socks**

- **Art.No:** 55180 Sock Rebel black 31-35
- **Art.No:** 55191 Sock Rebel black 36-39, 40-45

**REFEE SETS**

- **Art.No:** 55054 T-shirt Referee Mundial yellow XS-XXL
- **Art.No:** 55064 T-shirt Referee Mundial red XS-XXL
- **Art.No:** 55074 T-shirt Referee Mundial grey XS-XXL
- **Art.No:** 55044 Shorts Referee Mundial black XS-XXL

**RINKS / BOARDS**

- **Art.No:** 57900 Rinks/Boards white complete
- **Art.No:** 57901 Rinks/Boards black complete
- **Art.No:** 57902 Rinks/Boards white 84x12 meter
- **Art.No:** 57904 Rinks/Boards part 2 metres white
- **Art.No:** 57905 Rinks/Boards part 2 metres black
- **Art.No:** 57906 Rinks/Boards part 1 metre white
- **Art.No:** 57907 Rinks/Boards part 1 metre black
- **Art.No:** 57908 Rinks/Boards corner white
- **Art.No:** 57909 Rinks/Boards corner black

**Rinks/Boards spare parts**

- **Art.No:** 57910 Trolley
- **Art.No:** 57918 Chock cord ø8 mm x 43 cm
- **Art.No:** 57919 Chock cord ø8 mm x 100 cm
- **Art.No:** 57920 Plastic triangle yellow
- **Art.No:** 57922 Wheels to trolley

This is a high-end rink that is made of glass fibre and can be used for both match and practice. The height is 50 cm and the rink consists of 60 pieces of boards, and two trolleys are included. The rink is approved by the IFF.

Reactors Floorball has both training sets and match sets for players as well as sets for referees.
Are you interested to find out more about Reactor Floorball? Visit our website at www.reactorfloorball.com to see all our products, headlines and some useful information about Floorball.

Don’t forget to join us on Facebook!

**FLOORBALL – THE HISTORY**

1968 – The first ever floorball game is played in Gothenburg, Sweden.

1972 – UNIHOC, the biggest floorball brand in the world, is founded in Gothenburg, Sweden.

1979 – World’s first floorball club, Sala IBK, is founded, by Christer Gustafsson in the Swedish town Sala.

1981 – In Sweden the first floorball federation in the world is founded.

1985 – The first national game is played between Sweden and Finland, a game where Sweden won 13-1.

1986 – The IFF (International Floorball Federation) is founded in Huskvarna, Sweden.

1986 – The Swedish Elitserien, now called Svenska Superligan (SSL), is launched.

1989 – The size of the goals is increased, to reach today’s official IFF measurements. 160 x 115 cm is now the correct size for an official match goal.

1993 – The first national game for women is played between Sweden and Norway. Sweden wins 8-0 and Carina Powell scores the first goal.

1993 – The European Cup is founded and all national club team champions in Europe are allowed to participate.

1994 – The first European Championship takes place in Finland and the IFF gets new members. Japan becomes the first member country in Asia and USA becomes the first member country in North America.

1995 – The Salibandyliga is founded in Finland.


1997 – The first World Floorball Championship for women is played in Åland, Finland.

1999 – South America’s first country, Brazil, joins the IFF family.

2001 – ZONE, another big floorball brand, is founded in Mölnlycke, Sweden.

2008 – IFF receives their recognition from IOC to become an Olympic sport.

2010 – Africa gets its first member country, Sierra Leone, into the IFF.

2010 – Finland wins their second straight WFC gold medal in Helsinki. Patrik Mäki is the top scorer and wins several awards.

2011 – IFF officially welcomes the IFF in to its family of International Sports Federations (ISF). Sweden wins the Ladies WPF in Belgium.

Floorball is played five against five with one goalkeeper in each team. Goalkeepers normally sit on their knees when playing and a line has two defenders, one center and two forwards to establish a good combination of defense and attack.

Floorball is played with a rink around the field, almost like ice hockey, but the floorball rink is lower, only 50 cm high.

Floorball is played indoors on a playing field that normally measures 40 x 20 meters. That is also the recommended size from the IFF and it is the count size on which they play all official games organized by the IFF.

Floorball is played with a rink around the field, almost like ice hockey, but the floorball rink is lower, only 50 cm high.

Floorball is played with a rink around the field, almost like ice hockey, but the floorball rink is lower, only 50 cm high.

Floorball has a lot of rules to keep in mind. To be able to maintain a good level between a physical and a technical game, the games normally have two referees.

Floorball has a lot of rules to keep in mind. To be able to maintain a good level between a physical and a technical game, the games normally have two referees.

Floorball is normally played 3 x 20 minutes with two 10 minute intermissions. The younger the players are the shorter the playing time will be. Every new match and every new period start with a face-off.

Floorball has a lot of rules to keep in mind. To be able to maintain a good level between a physical and a technical game, the games normally have two referees.

Floorball has a lot of rules to keep in mind. To be able to maintain a good level between a physical and a technical game, the games normally have two referees.
Renew Group Sweden AB is active within the sports business and the focus is mainly on floorball. The company was founded in 2001 with the brand ZONE which has continuously grown since then and is today available in a large number of markets around the world.

In 2004 the company also acquired the brand UNIHOC, which today is the leading floorball brand in the world and marketed in more than 50 countries.

As the third brand in the portfolio Renew Group Sweden AB has REACTOR FLOORBALL, to be able to cover the whole floorball market. REACTOR FLOORBALL is focusing more on beginners and new markets compared to ZONE and UNIHOC and together these three brands create a perfect mix that covers all types of floorball all around the world.

Renew Group Sweden AB is located in Mölnlycke, Sweden, and also has sales office in Stockholm, Sweden together with two international sales offices in Chur, Switzerland and Greven, Germany.